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COUNTDOWN DEAL UNTIL 9/25/16ALONG WITH BOOK 3 "MIRACLE"  ***ALSO AVAILABLE IN

THE KINDLE STORE***BOOK 1 OF THE SROS SERIES (Bestseller 2015) : PARK TROTBOOK 3

OF THE SROS SERIES (Bestseller 2016): MIRACLE BOOK 2 OF THE STANDING ROOM ONLY

STABLES SERIES After an amazing end to last yearâ€™s show season, things at SROS stables

are slowly settling down. Zoey and Lynn are getting used to the more relaxed pace while awaiting

the arrival of Justice, a free-spirted, Half-Arabian mare from Ariel Farms. When the truck pulls up the

gravel road, and Lynnâ€™s object of affection, Chase, unloads the newest arrival, everything at

SROS stands still. From her silver fur to her enormous black eyes, itâ€™s obvious that this

mareâ€™s beauty is a force to be reckoned with. Yet, when the training begins, the boisterous mare

refuses every one of Dougâ€™s tactics. She even throws in a few new tricks that leave him

scratching his head. Fearing Justiceâ€™s safety if he continues, Doug is about to throw in the towel

and give up. However, Chase steps up and makes a decision that will change the fate of SROS

forever.Uneasy with the bond between her and Justice, Zoey decides to reach out for a second

opinion about Lightningâ€™s diagnosis. The results shock everyone, and Zoey is forced to decide

on a different path for his future. Lynn, Doug, Cindy, and Chase rally together to support her in this

difficult decision, leaving her with the realization that she finally has the family sheâ€™s been

searching for. As the first show closes in, Rumble and Lynn are the only duo on the entry list.

Everyoneâ€™s emotions are on edge, and anger and jealousy might just destroy some budding

relationships. Will SROS make it through the first show of the season with both Lynn and Zoey in

the ring? Or, will their National Championships be forgotten, collecting dust on the crumbling SROS

shelves?
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After reading the first book, Park Trot, in this series "Standing Room Only Stables", I was excited to

read JuStice and it didn't disappoint. It felt that the pages turned so quickly and I was left

anticipating the third in the series! Can't wait to read it and travel along further in the adventures of

the great characters here.

This book, and the first of the series, "Park Trot," have engrossing stories, characters that I would

like to hang out with and factual information about horses, training and showing. The author really

knows her stuff. Kudos and looking forward to the next book

The word for a horse's stride is gait not gate. Poor editing detracts from a good story and the

characters.

I really, really wanted to love this book, but just couldn't. I did like it, however the descriptions were

aggravating. The characters were interesting, however a grown man 'giggling' was more than I

could take. As far as the horse terminology, bag balm doesn't go on a wound (it's for chapped skin),

show sheen doesn't come in a can (rather a spray bottle), and horses don't have fur (generally

described as hair, a hair coat, or just a coat). Different people use different words, but some things

are universal. You could say these things wouldn't matter to a non horse person, but all this is doing

is teaching them incorrect terminology. If they ever do talk to an actual horse person, they're going

to sound like a fool
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